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FLYING CARPET AND
CIRCLE & KING PILLOW
Here’s the story
Every area, whether indoors or outdoors, will soar with a Flying Carpet and a matching pillow.
The more carpets and pillows you combine, the more fun it gets.

From loft to student room and from the smallest of patios to the biggest of gardens: the new pillow collection and 

Flying Carpets will take it all to the next level. Opt for psychedelic with the Psych-O-print, or checkerboard your 

garden set with the black-and-white Playground rug. Their imperfect lines emphasize the playfulness of the motifs. 

Go for your favorite diamond motif - or just pick them all.

Create your own mega carpet with matching pillows
Flying Carpets, Circle Pillow and King Pillow are made of sun- and weather-resistant recycled polyester, so they’re 

perfect for indoor and outdoor use. They won’t discolor either, which means they will retain their good looks for many 

years. You can easily join the carpets together, thanks to the red buttons. Create your own Fatboy rug by mixing and 

matching motifs. Two? Four? Why not join eight of them together? Go as big and brash as you want.

Comfortably down-to-earth
Every Flying Carpet is filled with a foam layer, so it will keep you comfortable on the most uneven of surfaces. Also handy: 

thanks to its non-slip bottom the rug always stays firmly in place. So crank up the music and show off your dance moves. 

Circle and King Pillow are comfortable and stay in shape thanks to the polypropylene fiber filling. The pillows are available 

in two different shapes and come in different motifs. Perfect to mix and match. Just like Flying Carpet, Circle and King 

Pillow are water and dirt repellent. So do not worry if you spill something; a quick wipe and it’ll be like new again.

Nice to know!
Flying carpet 
• For indoor and outdoor use.

• Flying Carpet is available in Checkmate,

   Cooldive, Moonrise, Playground, Psych-O and Sunset.

• Material top: 100% recycled polyester.

• Material filling: foam padding.

• Non-slip bottom.

• Dimensions: 180 x 140 cm.

• Weight: 2.05 kg.

Nice to know!
Circle Pillow & King Pillow
• For indoor and outdoor use.

• King Pillow is available in Checkmate, Cooldive and Playground.

• Circle Pillow is available in Moonrise, Psych-O and Sunset.

• Material cover: 100% recycled polyester.

• Dimensions Circle Pillow: 50 Ø x 4 cm.

• Dimensions King Pillow: 66 x 40 cm.


